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From the Desk

2020 has changed the world view for everyone. Bringing
the world to a standstill, COVID 19 brought challenges that
were not foreseen. This edition of The First Move is trying to
throw light on businesses who continue to inspire despite the
challenges faced. They started with a challenge of their own and
continue to thrive despite pandemic.
Lockdown came upon heavily on business and many startups were
shut down. The numbers are scary. If you are one of those hit hard by
the pandemic, we are with you. If you are alive and living, be thankful
for the opportunities to come. As an advantage, we humans, have the
ability to change the world. Get Up on your feet again and start Up again!
Our featured businesses in this edition are not special because they
survived the pandemic, or they started during the pandemic. They are
special because they have learned through their experiences and all the
businesses are borne out of personal escapades. Their plans were different;
their strategies were different even for traditional businesses. Necessity is the
mother of innovation and we entrepreneurs are driven by scarcity. Pivot from
the old ways and join the new wave.
2020 was an unexpected year for business owners. 2021 is the beginning of a
new wave of business that involves personal approaches, stronger connections
and relationships and a pivot from the old pitches. So how your New Year is
going to be? Will you be taking that ‘First Move’ again?
This edition is to inspire and encourage through real-life stories. Through your
story.
Stay positive. Stay encouraged!
Happy New Year.
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Making Life King Size...
Life is a funny game and brings you challenges unprecedented.
It throws balls you’re not ready to catch. The same happened
with this young lad from Bhopal. Hailing from a business family,
Shahrukh was expected to join the family business and soon was
given a business setup of his own but as we said, life throws ball
you’re not ready to catch…Shahrukh couldn’t and then began his
journey which he calls ‘The Beginning’

S

hahrukh Rahman, 27 started his
career by joining the sales team
in his father’s business Rose
Builders and later ventured on
to running his own business
Rose Pharmaceuticals in 2016.
Working with both the ventures, he realized
that he yet not possess any skill required to run
a business as the company started incurring
losses and was shut down.
Getting a major setback, Shahrukh
immediately started working on his skills and
joined OYO in 2018 for Indore office. He worked
there for 7 months to gain some hands-on skills
of the market and gain some confidence while
waiting for his application to be accepted at
IIMB. Bringing a huge change in his approach
towards business and entrepreneurship, OYO
and IIMB changed his life, he claims.

Taking Suo
Motu
Having worked and realized that he has no
skill to pull off a business, Shahrukh took Suo
Motu cognisance for his life and decided to
get skilled up for life ahead. He started with
reading self-help books and watching Ted
talks, started looking for a job and got one and
started preparations for his B-school learning
and earning for its fee. “After the failure of
Rose Pharmaceuticals, I was sure that I do
not possess skills that I need to run business. I
might be one of the few left-handed guitarists, I
might be the activity officer for the HOG Bhopal
(Harley Owners Group), I might be a very good
photographer but I was not a businessman
and this changed everything for me”, he says
proudly. After finishing his IIMB graduation,
he returned back to Bhopal and started his first
venture (as he calls it) Lucid Education in 2020.
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Finding Lucid
Education

After his engineering, yes, he is a Civil Engineer; he
started looking for internships but he never found
any, where he could learn much and soon after he
got into his father’s business. He recalls not having
any practical knowledge of doing a job at first and
learning it only after failing at it. Thus, he found an
actionable idea of bringing internships to students
where they can actually learn.

What & How of
Lucid Education
Lucid Education focuses on making
students market-ready. So, they connect
them with businesses to work with and
gain on the job experience. They not
only connect with giants for internships
but with small business owners as well.
“People ignore small businesses but
actually they are a great place to learn the
work. It is mostly seen in big companies
that interns have nothing to do but at
small companies, they actually get to work.
Gone are the days when you found growth
based on the name of a big company in
your CV. Now it is all about skills and
knowledge.”, explained Shahrukh.
Lucid Education connects with
companies who require serious interns
and funnels them in groups based on
industry and work. Similarly, he funnels
down the students to match them up with
the industry and then with the company.
Charging Rs 500/Student, Lucid Education
brings internship to students which pays
them travel expenses and a handful of
industry insights while being at work.

Leaving a
mark

Lucid Education started its operations in 2020
and within a month, they got 50+ students
enrolled for internships. They also associated
with NIT Silchar and Mittal College for student
internships and organised 3 industry tours for
government college.
Shahrukh while working for Lucid
Education also rejuvenated his old venture
Rose Pharmaceuticals and landed up a 2.8 crore
deal during the pandemic. “Now I am marketready…after 4 years”, Shahrukh says.
Talking to The First Move, Shahrukh
Rahman shared that he failed and learnt a lot
about business. One thing he wanted the readers
to know that even if you have everything, you
cannot retain it, if you don’t have the skills.
“Slow and steady wins the race is so right and
now after 5 years of strolling around for finding
the spark, I can say that I have slowed down and

have focused on knowing more and learning
more every day”.
A dreamer, an achiever and a startup
founder, is what he aims at being. “People might
not understand this at first but it is something
that shapes a person”, he says about his aims.

Keeping
quality intact
To bring a seriousness among the students
casting around for an internship, they conduct
a psychometric test to set an entry barrier
for those who actually want to learn. “We
cannot send any students to any company.
It is important to set a barrier and test if the
student actually wants to learn. The businesses
associated with us cannot afford to have
someone who is not willing to work at all”,
Shahrukh clarified while telling us about why
there is an entry barrier for students.
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Leaders with Integrity
Consumers admire leaders with
integrity — leaders who are
authentic, vulnerable and willing
to admit their mistakes; leaders who value
their employees and customer satisfaction and
leaders who don’t mislead with fake metrics for
the sake of reputation.

The Unapologetic
Entrepreneur
It is estimated the pandemic
sparked 25% of corporate women
to consider leaving the workforce. Most
women who started businesses during the
pandemic, are of the consensus that corporate
life doesn’t align with their core values. Female
entrepreneurs are finding innovative ways to
expand without sacrificing their values. They
are unapologetically leading their businesses
from who they are and using their senses of
self to guide their marketing, revenue streams,
schedules and growth plans. You are going to
read about some of these women in this edition.
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Growth Strategies
Customized to suit the
need
Entrepreneurs are recognizing
there is no “one path” to success because of the
bubble burst of know-it-all experts. They know
that there is no secret formula to success. The
best business strategy is not a duplicate model
but rather a custom approach which takes into
count the vision, values and impact.

Embracing Best
Practices
Over Templates
In 2021, the companies will go
back to basics to rediscover their
unique voices in the market instead of using
homogenised marketing practices. Consumers
don’t want their inboxes or social feeds
filled with generic pitches. They want to feel
connected to the businesses and entrepreneurs
they respect. The way to do this is to embrace
different communication practices.

Relationships And
Conversations Are the
new ‘Hot Styles’ to sell
Consumers are sick of being
sold to with sales pitches in their private
inboxes. Consumers want to be seen, heard
and understood. You can’t know what each
individual needs until you ask. Businesses
that will prioritize relationship-building and
conversations will thrive in 2021. Embracing
this approach in 2021 will lead to deeper
relationships, increased brand loyalty, a
higher instance of referrals and more return
customers.

Sonam

I

n the last couple of years, the
business world has experienced
huge but gradual changes and this
COVID 19 forced an unwanted shift
in past 8 to 9 months. Businesses
failed to innovate leading to closing
their doors, businesses that sensed the change
and moved their paths quickly survived in the
market. Changes happen in business world and
it is never going to be the same as it was but the
important thing is to keep walking, continuing
and not giving up. Predictably, 2021 will bring
even greater changes and as entrepreneurs
we have to shepherd and adapt. To help you a
little and join you on the journey, here are few
emerging business trends to keep a check on…

Tanusri

BUSINESS
TRENDS
TO LOOK
FORWARD
TO IN 2021

From designing your
dreams to delivering it
to your doorstep

N

ot all good things in the
world are expensive. Few
of them only requires you
to share your story. The
First Move, in association
with The Winning Stree
and Queens Jewels, organised a giveaway where
5 startups were given a chance to get featured
in The First Move magazine and win a special
goodie from Queens Jewels.
All they had to do is, share their story with
us as to how they changed the world around
them.
The Winning Stree is a Facebook
community of Wonderwomen across the
country, who gather up to promote each
other. Founder Tanusri Chakraborty, an
ever enthusiastic and amazing stree who
pulls together the community to benefit
each and everyone becomes the backbone
of the women with her Winning Stree
platform. (You must have read about her
in our previous edition).
Share your story with us to get featured at
thefirstmove18@gmail.com
T&C Apply.

W

omen and jewellery is directly
proportional to each other and keeping
this in mind Sonam Gupta came up with Queen
Jewels store in 2017. With zero experience in
jewellery designing and making, Sonam began
her entrepreneurial journey and today she is the
expert. Queens Jewels works on manufacturing
women’s dream and delivering their demands
altogether.
After leaving the corporate sector with 10
years of experience, she decided to dedicate
full time to her passion with her husband
Sunny. Queens Jewels manufactures, exports
wholesale & retails all kind of fashion and semiprecious jewellery through 4 stores in Delhi NCR,
through the website and over 150+ resellers.
Selling their products in more than 18
countries and having organized exhibitions
in more than 4 countries, Queens Jewels sells
online and through offline retail stores as well.
With over 100k followers across their social
media pages, Sonam is slaying in her dream
coat of entrepreneurship. Have a look at their
featured collections of Jadau, Meenakari & 9
to 5 work wear jewellery which is handcrafted
using freshwater pearls and semi-precious
stones at website.
www.queensjewels.in
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A friend
in
need
Fertility Dost
Breaking the taboo of infertility with Fertility Dost
"When life gives you a lemon,
make Lemonade". The statement
sounds very encouraging but
when it comes to life it becomes
a nightmare. Making lemonade
becomes a never-ending task but
those who do it, pave the path for
others towards a painless journey.
Meet Gitanjali Banerjee, who
not only squeezed the lemon for
lemonade but also made Mojito
out of it.

H

aving
faced
5
miscarriages, 3 molar
pregnancies, 1 failed IVF,
a brush with ovarian
cancer herself, Gitanjali
started the Fertility Dost
in 2016 to provide support to couples, specially
women who go through the same heartbreaking
experience that she herself went through.
Fertility Dost focuses on spreading
education about reproductive health, infertility
and creating awareness among people to break
the taboo. It also provides complete assistance
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to couples looking forward to having a baby
through their membership programs along
with assisting women members in maintaining
a good reproductive and mental health.
Fertility Dost helps couples with proper
information, connecting with doctors, IVF
process, PCOS, Male infertility issues, providing
emotional support and overall wellness for
conceiving a baby.
With a community of over 2 lakh+ reach
and 50 thousand active seekers, Fertility Dost
has recorded 80% success rate in improving
the reproductive health and emotional journey.
They have also helped women in successful
pregnancies.

How did it start?

“Having myself faced the trauma of failed
pregnancies and IVF, I knew what a woman
goes through. So I started to pen down my own
journey to break the social taboo. I started a
closed Facebook group and the very night, I
found that about 500 women have joined in
late at night on the chat group. There are about
3 crore couples who face the same situation
and that night, I resolute to help others in any
possible way and thus Fertility Dost was born.”
Fertility Dost today works with 95% of women
team members out of which 50% are women who
themselves have faced infertility issues.
Helping women, not just to improve their
reproductive health, Gitanjali’s Fertility Dost
also helps women emotionally. Recalling an
experience, she shares, “On one lazy Sunday,
our chatbot was flooded with text from a lady.
I saw the word ‘Suicide’ in the text. She had a
failed IVF and was on the verge of collapsing.
I immediately texted her back and got her into
talking. After several efforts, I could persuade
her to join our WhatsApp group. All the women
in the group shared their experiences to
motivate her and to get her to safety. We later
talked to her and helped her and today she is
the mother of a healthy baby.”

What is Fertility Dost looking for?

Having a client base in both India and abroad,
Gitanjali is looking to raise funding for Fertility
Dost along with her associate Purnima Sood.
She is also looking for a co-founder to
head the tech and the sales department
for Fertility Dost. Share her story so that
women find help in every way possible.
Break the stigma around infertility
and reach out to Fertility Dost at
www.fertilitydost.com
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Networking
Networking is the key. You can actually introduce your fellow
startup in your group or network. It will give them more reach,
more clients, which will eventually attain business growth and
may also lead to profits for them.

HOW TO
HELP YOUR
FELLOW

STARTUP

This pandemic has changed the
startup landscape and has showered
us with circumstances we all were not
familiar with. It was hard to accept this
initially but now we all are working
hard to fight it out and get the business
back on track.
The pandemic also made us familiar with

‘Vocal For Local’. We immediately grabbed
the idea realizing that vocal for local will
help, not just you and your surrounding
but will also give a big leap to the national
economy. If you are one of us give us a
shoutout. Here are things you can do to
help your fellow startup.
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Generation of
referrals

Whenever you refer your fellow startup or friend to
someone remember, it is pre-qualified and can be convert
into a quality lead. In short, by referring your friend you
are actually turning the table because many times these
referrals work efficiently and even better than marketing.

Personal Marketing
Marketing is a whole different science since it contains content
marketing and Public relation at various level but let’s not get
into that big picture here. So, what you can do is become a local
ambassador for them or you can always use your social media
to publicize them. Find your internet tribe and blend in, since
internet is the most alive thing and kicking every second. Since
Mouth publicity is the origin of marketing you can always do that
as it’s the easiest way to help them.

Purchasing
Never ever ask your friend for freebees. To
start a startup or establish a business is
really not “Halwa”. People work so hard to
make it work. So just buy their products or
take their services and do not ask for free.
Your small effort can create actually a big
difference. Be friendly, help them and ask
others to help too.

What more You
can Do for your
friend’s startup?
Post their pictures and
tag us on your stories @
thefirstmove18 and we will
share their startup on our
Instagram.
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D

istressed over successful
women leaving their jobs
and career due to family
occupancies, Preeti Kapoor
landed on this startup idea.
She started channelizing her 19
years of professional experience towards creating
a virtual wizard which helped people to run their
business and managed work on their behalf. Virtual
Wiz is the magic hands that one needs to manage
time and do run the business operations.
“Initially I was scared to start a business
without money however when you want something;
you get ways to do it. I came across my first client
within 10 days of leaving my Job & The Virtual Wiz
took off.”
The Virtual Wiz, delivers business support
services for trainers, coaches, small-to-medium
sized businesses, start-ups and solopreneurs
across the world. The team take on the tasks that
they don’t have time to do, don’t have the skills to
do, or simply don’t want to do. Virtual Wiz enables
them to get back to what they do best – growing
and running their businesses.
Trusting her team and relying on them Preeti
gives the entire credit to her team members.
Started in 2018, The Virtual Wiz have catered
to 75+ client’s, both nationally & Internationally,
Philippines, Canada, to name a few.
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Virtual Wiz, based
on client’s budget
customizes “SCOPE
OF WORK” and asks the
client to sit back &
relax.

It creates a
workflow to
facilitate networking
follow ups and
weekly calls.

How
they WORK
Reviewing the old
process, Virtual Wiz
creates a transparency
with client about the use of
data to work as a seamless
extension of client
and firm.

They book
meetings for you
post the networking
assistance.
Creates
calendar, booking
timeslot and even
reminds of the
meeting.

Manage
social
media.

They also assist
in marketing and
getting business by
spreading awareness
through calls to people,
geographically sharing
creatives through
WhatsApp and
other mediums.

Takes
payment
follow-ups.

Basically,
all the office
assistance that
one needs.

If you too are looking for
a Wizard to manage your
work at office. Reach out to The
Virtual Wiz at
preetikapoor@thevirtualwizonline.com
Cell : +91 9717850022
www.thevirtualwizonline.com
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CRAZY IS

THE KEY

How often have you heard people talk about some
idea that is not possible and sounds crazy??
I am sure, we all at some point of time have met someone
who thinks something that looks impossible. Guess what,
there are good chances that their crazy sounding idea
might actually work for the good of people
and they will be successful.

Here’s are some quick
points to kick start your
crazy journey
Make ‘The purpose’ your life

It is often that we lose the purpose but wait that’s what all the
successful startups had clear from the start.
· What is the leading thought behind the idea. Once you know the
leading idea, develop more ideas around and circling it.
· List the benefits of the ideas and pick them to narrow down to the
best one and develop more ideas for the best one.

Go outside the customs
There is nothing bad about going against the norms and looking
beyond them if it solves a big problem for humans. Think of
potential applications of the idea which does not exists or sounds
non existing or non-accepting.

W

e know
Elon
Musk
and we
know how
crazy he
was to think of settling up a colony
on Mars. During his initial years
of SpaceX, Falcon 1 (first privately
developed liquid fuel rocket) failed
three times to reach the orbit
leaving SpaceX with money left just
for one more trial. His crazy idea
and extreme dedication worked the
fourth time which was also probably
the last of the money left at SpaceX
for developing rockets.
This doesn’t feels crazy right?
But if this was 2002 and I was
talking to you about setting up a
colony in Mars…would it feel crazy
then?
Bill Gates visioned computers
at every home and here we are...
computer in every hand. Don’t you
think it would have been a crazy
idea to think that we can talk to a
person and see them at the same
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time…real time?
A crazy idea to think that you
can earn by posting a picture on
Instagram. It is crazy to think that
computers have started to think like
humans (GPT3) and possibly they
will soon start talking like humans
(Think of Siri or Alexa talking to
you when they are bored). When
you won’t need to drive your car
when you (Driverless cars) or think
of when we will actually have people
travelling to and from Mars on
holidays. Crazy right?
Steve Jobs said “The people
who are crazy enough to think that
they can change the world are the
ones who do” and guess what…it is
true. Now, think of a flour made of
Crickets, yes insect Cricket and read
along…
Often we do not recognize the
potential of an idea soon enough but
it is for the weird crazy people with
the idea who stick to it and make it
big. They just don’t think it but live
it in and out and make sure that it
does what it is supposed to be.

Be strategic and focus on the
essentials first
Being crazy and weird would mean that you would not be
surrounded by a lot of supporters. This means that you will have
to work harder to make the idea work. When you work alone or
with just few hands, it is important that you focus on the essential
and important first. Make it a point to do that.

Be Consistent
Well, this is the key to every weird or non weird ideas that you
work on. Being consistent opens up a wide world for your work
and gives it time to seep in the mind. Remember that even Apple
did not succeed at first. It took several years for them to reach
where they are.

The
people
who are
crazy
enough to
think that
they can
change
the world
are the
ones who
do.
Steve Jobs
1955-2011

And lastly, Advertise smartly
Do you know why Jaguar, Rolls Royce, Ferrari, Buggati do not
advertise in Television? Because they know that people who can
afford to buy their cars won’t be sitting in front of the idiot box
and wasting their time watching commercials. So think smartly,
when you think of choosing your platform to advertise.
Now, about the Cricket flour we mentioned. Go and Google Bitty
Foods, a company which makes flour and other products out of
crickets as an alternate to protein supply in food and eliminating
meat which takes up huge amount of water.

Crazy isn’t it?
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The Green Mix
of Passion &
Profession
Bringing Hariyali with a twist of health in home décor
Meet Plant Mom Supriya Agarwal
and her venture Hariyali. An
interior Designer with 16 years of
experience in designing residences
and corporate interiors and a nature
enthusiast with a green thumb.

I

f you adore pops of greenery in
your home, yet are plagued with a
case of the dreaded black thumb,
don’t despair. You too can enjoy
cleaner indoor air, and the sense
of relaxation and peacefulness that
plants bring to the HOME through Hariyali.
Hariyali assists clients by providing
innovative plants décor solutions. It provides
a complete plant care instruction manual
and also keeps a check with clients for plant’s
nourishment and care. Their professional
gardeners visit the house and take care of the
entire process.
Hariyali’s MAIN MOTIVE IS TO COMBAT
POLLUTION AND BRING HAPPINESS IN
EVERYONE’S LIVES. Hariyali focuses on
encouraging customers to combat pollution
naturally with air purifying plants that remove
harmful pollutants while adding style and
positivity to the home décor.
They ensure that their clients understand
the importance of Indoor and outdoor plants,
Medicinal & herbal plants to cure headache,
Arthritis, seasonal flowers, air purifying plants,
Japenese kokedama, Organic fertilizers, etc.
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Along with providing design solutions, Hariyali
also provides 100 % organic solutions like
Growth boosters, Macronutrients for plants
along with bone meal and Neem Khali as a part
of maintenance services by sending Professional
Gardeners. STYLISH GREEN DÉCOR, INDOOR
PLANTS AND GIFTING Plants IS their FORTE

Hariyali making lives
easy and healthy by
Focusing on easy to grow bulbs
Promotion of Gifting a plant on
any occasion

Making plant care
easy for clients

How to prevent plants from
pests during monsoon

Understanding the hectic life of plant parents, Supriya
suggests them easy plant care tips as a part of their
service while providing green solutions on customised
budget. She nurtures most of the plants at her place.
Working on outdoor and indoor plants HARIYALI
entirely work on customisation to create endless joy
and happiness.

Using organic neem oil pesticide
Correct watering technique,
importance of location of plants
Plants care manual
Indoor and outdoor decor with
Japenese Kokedama

Who says? "GARDEN
HAS TO BE JUST BIG"
After
shifting to Noida, 24-28
months back, my friends gave me
compliments during their visit to my house.
They admired my plants and were greatly
inspired and often used to ask me tips and tricks
to maintain houseplants. That’s when the idea of
providing a solution to the pollution took shape
as Hariyali and I started with my own society
to inspire others to engage in planting with
the motto TO PLANT A GARDEN IS TO
BELIEVE IN TOMORROW”

Mini cup and tray garden
Engaging kids for gardening
Educating about medicinal
benefits of different varieties
of plant

Supriya specialises in MINIATURE GARDEN: Tiny
space created and nurtured with love----- Designed
to place your year round air purifying plants with tiny
miniatures, fairies and colourful pebbles along with a
theme. Mini garden can feature lawn chair, a tea table
with coffee cups or even little birds enjoying on your
plant breaches or even a sea beach .

Customised green solutions to
suit every budget
Email : hariyali160@gmail.com
Mob. : 9818930334

Images in the
story provided by
Supriya Agarwal
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Here are some tips for the
STARTUPS to work on
Know your Truth
Ask yourself, the relevancy and importance of your
product and service. Is it worth starting or maintaining
in this global crisis? Do your ideas meet the same
needs as before or do you need to be updated
according to new normal era or you may need any
changes in product, services, offering, technology,
pricing, distribution, niche, target audience, channels
demographically and geographically.

Become a camel
When reading Camel, what comes in your mind? An animal
which walks in desert and is sometimes left without food
and water, right? Be like camel and not like unicorn coz
unicorn is as mythical in the business world as in reality.
Where else Camel is real animal built for survival. Your
startup should have the same approach when it comes to
surviving in worse condition.

Mark your answer right

As they say history repeats itself.
You guys must remember the
2008 economic crisis turmoil. We
coped with it quite well. Let us
learn from the previous problem
that such crisis situations are
opportunities for new ideas,
innovations and building new
systems. Some of the famous
startups\ companies today
were started in that crisis only.
WhatsApp, Uber, AirBnb Paytm
etc. to name a few.
Coming back to the present, the
biggest crisis, COVID19 pandemic
we has brought us in the same
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position as previous. Many of us
feel challenging or helpless but
the present situation can lead us
to the new path of success, for
young entrepreneurs to work
on their dream startup and find
sustainable solutions to real life
problems. This is definitely not
going to be easy. It can, infact
get harder than ever to start a
startup and pitching and raising
capital for the same. But young
lads are the one who know the
market better and we will help
them to stick and stay in the
business game.

You should answer these questions honestly because this
crisis definitely decreased certain markets and increased
the needs of other market. Try to inculcate changes to
meet the new expectations and its need. Understating
the people and market need is the most important thing
to do thinking about the relevancy of your venture.

Advisory board
This is the utmost thing for any startup and especially
in situations like this. Having experienced minds in your
team for assisting you, to smoothly run and grow your
startup will give confidence to the investor for investing
in your startup. Other than that the advisory members
also bring their network to you leading to different new
opportunities.

Find Investor
There are investors who seize their investments,
they hold their cash. On the other side, some of the
investors are searching for adventurous ventures and
look for lower valuation and equity startups. Prepare
your plan accordingly and try to understand their
mindset find your potential investor.
Make Sure you have fully operational plan A and plan B ready for future because
we don’t know if the situation will be under control or not.
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T

he pandemic has taken a lot of toll in terms of life, money and
opportunities. When the whole world stood still under lockdown
many had to shut their businesses down, many had to divert from
their original ideas. Many were left unemployed.
But as Doe Zantamata said, “It is only in our darkest hours
that we may discover the true strength of the brilliant light within
ourselves that can never, ever, be dimmed.” We too believe in having high spirits even if
things don't go as we planned. We, hereby, bring you some ideas, that you or anyone can
begin with from home. This year was all about working from home then, why stay behind
in doing business from home.

Be an online freelance writer
Be a virtual assistant
Be a reseller
Write an e-book and sell
Become a home chef or baker
Be an online landscape and interior designing assistant
Be an online tutor
Be an event photographer
Manage Social Media for others
Be a designer- Graphic or web
Use your creative talent- gift options, flower arranger, makeup consultant,
provide personalized options, party planner, jewellery making and craft
creations
Be an organic propagator with organic soaps, lotions, or vegetables.
These are just a few options that we pointed out to get your brain flow ideas. Look
around and find an easy problem or something that is in demand. Find fancy ideas which
attract attention and start with a small plan, one client, take help from family members,
and kick start with a lot of enthusiasm and positivity. Remember that in times of despair,
only positivity gets through.
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The Ayurveda market in India was
valued at INR 300 billion in 2018,
and is expected to reach INR
710.87 billion by 2024, expanding
at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of ~16.06%, during
the forecast period (20192024). These stats have further
increased now in Covid Era.
-Business wire

Apsara Pore Cleanser

Winning battles at rife
With natural ways of Life
Problems are not stop signs, they are guidelines.
-Robert Schuller

True isn’t it? If you think it is not, read ahead to know how a Cancer survivor
started a journey of entrepreneurship with this life-threatening disease.
Meet Purnima Bahuguna, who not only fought bravely with this
disease but also followed the guidelines of life to help others
through her venture Triaanyas.

H

ailing from a family
with Ayurvedic lineage,
Purnima worked as an
IT professional for 15
years, before starting
Triaanyas. Cancer not just
gave the hope of living life with zeal but also an
encouragement to help others and help them
heal the way she was healed and helped. Today,
she makes an Annual turnover is around 25
lakhs with Triaanyas.
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Aqua Joy

Cool Water

“The idea was seeded in the year 2006
when I found out about my cancer. The way
Naturopathy and Yoga helped me heal from my
cancer, I decided to help people get rid of their
ailments naturally and started my research on
Naturopathy. I started Triaanyas as an online
group first and eventually formed a private
limited company in 2016.”
Providing health consultancy as well as
natural products categorized broadly as herbal
supplements, herbal teas, personal care range,
natural perfumes, cold pressed oils, therapeutic
grade oils and vedic pet care range, Triaanyas
is all about natural healing. With over 200
products Triaanyas is helping in reinventing
the natural ways of life. India herbal products
market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 18%
during 2019 – 2024 due to the rising awareness
about the side effects of chemical formulations
and health benefits of herbal supplements over
artificial ones. This makes Triaanyas more
popular with a consumer base in Dubai, USA,
Germany, Nigeria, Australia, apart from India.
The Primary focus of Triaanyas is spreading
the magic of herbs in every household. That’s
why they primarily work on projects related
to personal care products manufacturing and
marketing. But a problem that they majorly
face is the availability of raw materials and
unpredictable weather conditions. The raw
material used at Triaanyas are wild sourced
herbs. These herbs are found in upper
Himalayan ranges and hence collecting them
was a huge challenge for them initially. Now
they tie-up with local farmers on the mountains
for wild herbs and ensure quality check before
processing.
Focusing on the Indian market, Purnima is
working on franchise model for her brand and
to start local chapters to promote more use of
natural products.

Lavendra Oil

Email: ourhealthmantra@gmail.com

Website: www.ourhealthmantra.com

FB group: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/419655391839300/

FB page: https://www.facebook.com/
OurHealthMantra/

Insta handle: Triaanyashealthmantra

Coconut Oil

Panchkoot 1
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Strategic
Business
Consultant
Consulting
Businesses to Market
Effectively and
Grow Strategically
Born, brought up and raised throughout in Delhi with a
Corporate experience of 9 years in Brand Management,
Brand Building and Lifesciences KPO sector, Neeru
Sood surged through different levels of growth. Her
urge to serve the society pushed her to give a head
start to her solopreneur journey. Let’s too take a
stroll through her story…

N

eeru Sood, who hails from a Punjabi family lives
in Delhi with her husband Ashish Sood, a banker
and her daughter Myra. She is a Management
Consultant and Digital Marketing Strategist with
a team of around 20 like-minded subject matter
experts, working towards several upcoming and
established start-ups and small and medium enterprises (SMEs), assisting
them with their marketing (brand building and management) efforts.
Neeru loves telling stories and talking about her own working style
in Prep4Success she states, “We start by identifying Business Lifecycle,
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“I quit my corporate
job in September
2009, I decided
to give vent to my
entrepreneurial
talent and in 2009
October, I restarted
my professional
life, this time as an
entrepreneur. Starting
as a ‘single woman
army’, I believed
in my prowess to
understand the
changing marketing
dynamics and
adapting the
marketing initiatives
and this gradually
helped me climb the
success ladder.”

Stage of the client company and analyze their key growth drivers though
research and analysis. We, then, suggest the solution proposal to the
client and its outcome to them while keeping in mind the competition
with the trending market. Not just this we also manage the projects for
clients from planning to its final reporting and accomplishment. Unlike
various brand management agencies/digital marketing agencies, we try
to become a solution provider for the client instead of offering what the
client downloads to us as a business need”.
Working on Transactional revenue model which is a direct way of
generating revenue, as it entails a company providing a service or product
and customers paying them for it. For most projects, ad hoc project
scoping is done and based on that project proposal, value is determined
and which is paid by the client post completion of said project. Business
Consultancy fee is charged from some of the clients on retainership model.
The journey was not easy for Neeru. She created the position she
is holding, while risking finances and her career. She single handedly
managed the office operations, finances and build a team with the
“solopreneur” identity. She kept evolving her own as well her respective
team members' skill sets in order to meet specific client requirements.
She also ensure that the business growth needs are not just identified but
also steered through accross different stages.
She is no different from others. If not working, she likes to spend
time with her daughter, Myra and her pet Leo; on the other hand singing,
talking to friends, watching movies/series.

Services Neeru's team provides
Developing a new brand identity
Repositioning an existing brand
Ongoing control of an established brand
Personal branding and identity
Digital Marketing through Content Strategy
Business Coach & Brand Management Consultant
Business Strategizing and Coaching

Some of Neeru’s Clients
NonNewz (The Median) – Gurgaon
Grecor (New Delhi)
BioBloom (New Delhi)
Gaudium IVF & Gynae Solutions (Now Upcoming Gaudium

Women’s Hospital) (New Delhi)

IIME (Jaipur, Rajasthan)
Dabur HC (Vaisahli, NCR)
Royal Rider Dinesh (NCR)
MVD Healthcare (New Delhi) (B2B projects with Mumbai

based Pharmaceutical Companies)

Best Health Nutrition (Mumbai)
Avestia (Mumbai)
Connect with Neeru at neerusood376@gmail.com
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HI,
FIRST TIME
FOUNDERS

Common mistakes you should avoid
when starting a business
When we talk about first-time founders, we really think that they are

true believers focused on creating a better future powered by ideas. They
are ready to start a business, fueled with passion. They are ready to taste
the salt and spice of the business world and battle with failure and loss.
It wouldn’t be a wrong statement if we say that when they succeed,
they really do change the world and leave an impact. And it is because
of our love towards them that we say, with high respect for them: They
make a lot of mistakes. And many times, they make the same mistake, a
thousand other first-time founders have made before them.
Here are some common mistakes first-time founders should seek to
avoid as they head eagerly into the traffic flow of the business road:

Ignoring market risk when starting a
business
Ignoring the market risk is the single biggest reason companies fail.
Most founders put too much emphasis on perfecting their technology
and not enough attention to making sure that it delivers real business
value. Rather ignoring a risk one should at least take six months to talk
with potential customers about their idea.

Taking the wrong advice
It is again a true statement to be made that most people with valuable
insights are in very high demand while those with plenty of time to
dispense advice typically don›t have much value to impart. When taking
advice, take it from a wise person and not just a free person.

Ignoring constructive feedback
Businesses should be wary of ignoring the feedback of their potential
customers or a venture capitalist who has engaged deeply with the firm,
but somehow ended up deciding to pass on buying it or investing in it.

Going too fast
It’s more prudent to conserve capital until the company understands
what the customer really wants and at that point, run like a rabbit!
We don’t want to be the Tortoise, this is not the era to be slow but we
also don’t want to be the rabbit. To win this race you need to be both
depending on your business requirement.

Hiring the wrong team
Mostly, entrepreneurs hire the wrong people. They hire sales people
way ahead of their product team. They also tend to hire key staff with
too little experience. It’s important to sort the pile according to company
needs, not flashiest resumes.

Mental fatigue
Founders feel enormous pressure. It’s natural, given the number of hours
spent at work appx. 80-hour-plus in a week. They don’t get through a
full night’s sleep without waking up in a cold sweat or worrying about
their business. They’re overworked, lonely, stressed, under the pressure
of succeeding and that takes a toll on both their creative and analytical
capacity. Founders need to take some time off, engage in something
that’s unrelated to work. Too many people in the startup ecosystem view
outside interests as a sign of weakness and being distracted, but that’s
utter rubbish.

No one has a magic formula for success. But if the risk can be
reduced and the company’s path to progress can be cleared
out by avoiding these mistakes, why not? It is not a perfect
world where things will come easy to you but where you know
what not to do, why not take advantage of other’s mistake.
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Indian Startup
raises $63 billion
in last 4 year
Indian Startups has
raised $63 billion (Rs 4.4
lakh crore) since 2016

India’s
top 10 richest
Entrepreneur
IIFL Wealth Hurun Rich List 2020: Top
Richest Indian Entrepreneurs

T

ech-enabled startups
have dominated in the
early-stage funding
rounds, according to
the data collected by the Indian
Private Equity and Venture Capital
Association and Praxis Global
Alliance.
According to the data collected
by the Indian Private Equity and
Venture Capital Association and
Praxis Global Alliance, Indian tech
startups were successful to grow and
have dominated in continuing to drive
investors’ interest in investing in the
Indian startups’ ecosystem.
India is one of the largest startup
ecosystems in the world and is
continuing to grow to the top position.
According to the reports, Indian
startups have raised $34 billion (Rs
2.5 lakh crore) in 2019 alone — half
of the total amount—and continue to
raise during the COVID-19 time.
Reports said Indian tech startups
are booming around the world,
contributing to the Indian startup
ecosystem.
“The domestic startup ecosystem
is primed for a renewed phase
of growth. Ecommerce and tech
startups have shown resilience during
the pandemic, fundamentally altering
their unit economics to become more
sustainable,” said, Madhur Singhal,
MD, Praxis Global Alliance.
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A

s we all know India is the third largest startup ecosystem in
the world after China and USA. Also, India is home to some
of the valuable startups in the world like Paytm, BYJUs,
OYO Rooms that are operating in other countries as well.

Here is the list of the richest Indian entrepreneurs
Entrepreneur

Rank

Net Worth

Company

Vijay Shekhar Sharma

44

Rs 23,000 crore ($3.1 billion)

Paytm (Founder)

Byju Raveendran

52

Rs 20,400 crore ($2.76 billion)

BYJU’s (Founder & CEO)

Nitin Kamath

64

Rs 16,900 crore ($2.29 billion)

Zerodha (Founder & CEO)

Sanjeev Bikhchandani

74

Rs 15,200 crore ($2.06 billion)

InfoEdge (Founder)

Divyank Turakhia

78

Rs 14000 crore

Media.net (Founder)

Amod Malviya

88

Rs 13,100 crore ($1.77 billion)

Udaan (co-founder)

Sujeet Kumar

88

Rs 13,100 crore ($1.77 billion)

Udaan (co-founder)

Vaibhav Gupta

88

Rs 13,100 crore ($1.77 billion)

Udaan (co-founder)

Radha Vembu

99

Rs 12000 crore ($1.6 billion)

Zoho (co-founder, CEO)

Paytm founder Vijay Shekhar Sharma’s wealth has increased
massively in the last few years since the Paytm has raised fundings from
Softbank and Alibaba Group. In 2016, Vijay Shekhar Sharma was on the
171st rank and now it has increased to 44th rank this year.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Byju’s founder and CEO, Byju
Raveendran, and his family saw a 115% increase in the net worth. In 2019,
Byju Raveendran’s net worth was around Rs 7,700 crore ($1 billion) and
now it has increased to Rs 20,400 crore ($2.76 billion) in this year’s list.
The rise of online learning due to the COVID-19 pandemic has given
a big push to BYJU’s classes. During this year, BYJU’s has doubled its
revenue to Rs 2800 crore ($3.7 billion) compared to the previous year’s
revenue.
Meanwhile, Udaan Co-founders Amod Malviya, Sujeet Kumar,
and Vaibhav Gupta are also on the list. Tencent-backed Udaan is B2B
platform offering services to small & medium businesses in India. The
startup is currently valued at $7.5 billion (Rs 55,000 crore).
During the COVID-19 lockdown, around 2+ million new investors
opened Demat accounts. Increase in the new investors has given a sold
boost to the online stock brokerage firms like Zerodha and Upstox.

Startup School.

